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Composite corrugated steel roof sheeting on steel trusses

GHD mesh

Outdoor events area

Internet broadcasting studio

Lounge

Toilets

Viewing deck

Kitchen

Media bar

Toilets

Main exhibit

GHD mesh projection screen

170 cast in-situ concrete ramp

170 cast in-situ concrete slab

460 concrete entrance wall

300 cast in-situ reinforced concrete curved wall and roof
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Sectional perspective
Existing structure media bar
- Corrugated steel roof sheeting on steel I-section rafters

- GHD mesh

- 170 cast in-situ concrete slab

- 230 masonry dividing wall

>>sectional perspective retail and open plan offices...
Roller shutter mesh door

140 pre-cast concrete decking system on open web steel joists
- GKD mesh
- Steel H-column frame structure over existing structure
- 140 pre-cast concrete decking system on open web steel joists
- Existing collonade
- Existing masonry wall
- Mentis grid screen

>>sectional perspective existing and retail_
**Steel H-column Frame structure over existing structure**

**600 mesh**

**Existing masonry wall**

**Digital media [exchange]**

**140 pre-cast concrete decking system on open web steel joists**

**Roller shutter mesh door**

**Security gate/canopy**

**Sectional perspective existing structure media bar**
- Composite corrugated steel roof sheeting on steel trusses
- GKD mesh
- Adjustable aluminium louvre system
- GKD mesh projection screen
- Existing collonade
- 170 Re-inforced concrete floorslab
- 170 cast in-situ concrete ramp

>>sectional perspective digital media [exchange]_
Animation studio

Editing studio

die pad

- Composite corrugated steel roof sheeting on steel trusses
- Aluminium louvre canopy
- 170 Re-inforced concrete floorslab
- Auditorium
- 690x230 Concrete column
- GKD mesh projection screen
- 170 cast in-situ concrete ramp

>>sectional perspective digital media (exchange)
digital media (exchange) and existing structure.
projection on mesh skin

north view
existing structure and retail block
digital media (exchange)
sw corner view
existing structure
nw corner view
retail and offices